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Re: Release: 1103
    Reference Release: 936
    Service Request: None
    Error Reports: 1382
    Programs: PP1042SF
    DB2 Programs: None
    CICS Programs: None
    Copymembers: None
    Include Members: None
    DDL Members: None
    Bind Members: None
    CICS Maps: None
    Forms: (1042-S Laser Form)
    Table Updates: None
    Urgency: Urgent (See Timing of Installation)

This release addresses the following Service Request and Error Report:

Service Request

There is no service request number for the changes made in this release.

The only expected change involved changing the year 1995 to the year 1996 on the 1042-S form. The year 1995 has been changed to the year 1996 in two places, at the top right and bottom right corner of the 1042-S Laser form for Copy B, Copy C, and Copy E (see attachments 1 and 2).

Error Report 1382

Program PP1042SF prints the employee’s data on the 1042-S forms. The error report states that the employee’s foreign country name should be printed in box 7 of the 1042-S forms, instead of the employee’s foreign country code (EDB 1118).

Program

Program PP1042SF has been modified to print the employee’s translated foreign country code (foreign country name) in box 7 of the 1042-S forms.
Test Plan

1. Load the CTL database using the UDB2CTL PDS provided with this release.

2. Load the EDB database using the UDB2EDB PDS provided with this release.

3. Execute the S1042 Process using the JCL (RUN730) provided with this release.

4. Verify that the appropriate translated foreign country codes (foreign country names) are printed in box 7 (Employee name and address) of the 1042-S Laser forms. In addition, verify that the year 1996 is printed in two places, at the top right and at the bottom right corner of the 1042-S Laser forms.

Installation Instructions

Installation of this release requires the following steps:

1. Modify and install **Batch Program** PP1042SF.

2. Compile, and link **Modified** PP1042SF into the batch loadlib (LOADLIB).

3. Perform the installation testing described above to ensure proper installation.

4. Perform any desired local testing.

5. Install all the objects in production.

6. **No changes were required for the 1996 Laser 1042-S form.** However, the year displayed on the 1042-S Laser form has been changed to 1996. At UCOP, the Overlay Generation Language (OGL) software is only installed on the VM side. Therefore, the form used for testing at UCOP was assembled using the Overlay Generation Language (OGL) on the VM side. The Assembled OGL was transmitted to the MVS side, and the Print Services Facility (PSF) was used to assemble the FormDefs and PageDefs. Your campus may have different procedures.

   The 1042-S 1996 FormDefs (**FIALNA96, FIALNB96**) and 1042-S 1996 PageDefs (**PIALNA96, PIALNB96**) are in the PAYDIST.R1103.FDEFPDEF library.

   The source pre-assembled OGL commands (**ALNA96, ALNB96**) are in the PAYDIST.R1103.OGLLIB library.

Timing of Installation

Installation of this release is urgent in that it must be tested and ready to meet prescribed 1042-S reporting deadlines to the IRS.

As usual, campuses are encouraged to install this release in as timely a fashion as possible, and in the normal numeric sequence of releases.
If there are any questions, please send electronic mail to Jackson.Quan@ucop.edu, or call at (510) 987-0464.
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